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Mindfulness 
This responds to recent letters critical of the Bar’s promotion of “mindfulness” 
practice. The two main criticisms were (1) the Bar is promoting a religion or cult 
and intruding upon the religious and spiritual beliefs of its members, and (2) 
the Journal issue dedicated to mindfulness, while long in extoling its benefits, 
was short on explaining the actual practice it recommended.  
 
To the first, “mindfulness” is a Buddhist meditation practice of ancient origin 
called vipassana. Modern-day proponents of the practice likely use the word 
“mindfulness” because it is less exotic sounding, more descriptive, and doesn’t 
directly challenge religious sensibilities. From this, however, one need not 
conclude that the Bar is promoting a religion or any religious or spiritual practice. 
 
Meditation is a tool for self-reflection utilized in many religions. As with other tools 
found in various religions, meditation can be spiritualized or used for valid secular 
functions. For instance, many religions promote fasting as a vehicle to obtain 
spiritual insight. Yet, if your nutritionist suggests that you fast once a week to give 
your inflamed gut a needed rest, I venture to say he has no interest in 
indoctrinating you into his religion. Should your doctor recommend a yoga class 
to help you relax and lower your blood pressure, I’m sure she has no interest in 
converting you to Hinduism (where yoga finds its roots).  
 
Likewise, I surmise the Bar — in promoting mindfulness practice — has no 
interest in converting its members to Buddhism or promoting any religious faith or 
spiritual practice. Why do it then? Because meditation is a proven tool to manage 
stress and results in happier and healthier individuals. Need we be reminded of 
the grim statistics showing that lawyers suffer higher rates of alcoholism, drug 
abuse, domestic discord, and suicide compared to the general population? As 
the lead attorney in the Terri Schiavo case, I experienced years of bone-crushing 
stress and can attest to the benefits of meditation practice in dealing with that 



stress. I commend the Bar for promoting a proven tool that can help its members 
live happier and more productive professional and personal lives.  
 
As to the second criticism, I agree that the Journal’s “mindfulness” issue, after 
expounding at length the benefits of meditation, perplexingly left the reader 
wondering how one actually engages in that practice. Twenty years ago, I wrote 
“Meditation for Lawyers,” a how-to-meditate article published in conjunction with 
a CLE Bar-accredited course of the same name (though there wasn’t much 
interest in the subject back then). The article is out of print, but I’m happy to email 
it to anyone upon a request sent to GeorgeFelos@gmail.com. I’m also available 
through that address to answer any questions about meditation or starting a 
meditation practice.  
 
George J. Felos 
Dunedin 
 
 


